
 

  The Solopreneur’s 
     5-TOOL CHECKLIST 

   for Quality Product Photos 
 
As an online shop owner, your photos are the first glimpse you give potential buyers               
of your creative brand. To encourage sales and make a lasting impression, your             
photos need to be high-quality and inviting. But when you’re the model, stylist, and              
photographer, taking captivating photos often feels daunting. Instead utilize a few           
basic tools for quick photos sessions with quality results. 
 

1 . CAMERA WITH TIMER + PREVIEW SCREEN 
Let’s start with the camera. Use the best and highest-resolution one you already             
have. Most smartphones and basic point-and-shoot cameras are great options that           
yield quality results when used strategically. No matter what you use, when you’re             
both the model and photographer, the key is to have hands-free shutter technology             
and to see when you’re in frame. So there are a few helpful technical specifications               
(and replacement hacks) to keep in mind: 
 

✔ BUILT-IN TIMER Use your timer function. It make the process much easier             
when you can shoot hands-free: you can stand farther back to include more             
in the shot and have time to get into position. Plus, you can avoid selfie-style               
product pictures. 
 
(or EXTERNAL REMOTE) If your camera (or smartphone) doesn’t have a timer            
built in, use an external remote. It’ll add one more tool to your list, but you can                 
find them for as little as $5 or $10 online. 
 
✓ BUILT-IN PREVIEW SCREEN You also want to be able to see yourself in the               
screen to be sure you are in frame and striking the desired pose. Most              
smartphones have a front facing camera, which make this super easy. 
 
(or MIRROR) If your camera doesn’t have this handy feature, however, a            
self-standing mirror is a simple replacement. Angle the mirror to give you a             
sense of when you are within frame. Either line up the reflection to match              
what your camera will capture, or reflect the preview screen on the back of              
your camera so you can see yourself pose.  
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Behind the Scenes: I usually shoot product photos with my iPhone so I can              
simply look at the screen and see myself while the timer counts down. This              
system makes it super quick and easy to take great photos and get them up               
on my shop or social media within minutes. 

 

2 . NATURAL LIGHT 
While it’s not exactly a “tool,” natural light is the most important element for clear               
images. Capture photos in indirect sunlight to cut down on bright spots and harsh              
contrasts. Cloudy days often make it easy to avoid direct sunlight, but if it’s too               
overcast, there might not be enough light. When possible, avoid household lamps            
and lighting: bulbs tend to cast yellow hues and discoloration, almost always cause             
shadows, and make for grainier photos.  
 

Behind the Scenes: I take most of my photos near windows and have sheer              
white curtains that softly diffuse the light. When the sun shines directly in, I flip               
up my blinds to avoid bright spots or move to the side of the rays’ reach. 

 

3 . COMPLEMENTARY BACKGROUND 
It’s important to make your products stand out and be the star subject of your               
photos. A busy background can distract potential buyers from your items, so keep it              
simple. Choose a plain backdrop that fits with your brand for a clean look that puts                
the focus on your products. Try to use the same background for every photo; it               
helps create a cohesive look, and it saves time when you have a go-to backdrop.  
 

Behind the Scenes: I use white fabric draped over a room divider screen for my 
go-to backdrop, and I slide it close to a window when I have a product 
photography session. 

 

4 . TRIPOD / SUPPORT SYSTEM 
When you model products and take photos yourself, use a tripod to prevent blurry              
shots and to get the proper height and angle. If you don’t have a tripod, put your                 
camera on something at the right level, and prop it against a sturdy object. Consider               
a windowsill, bookcase, or shelf. 
 

Behind the Scenes: I prop up my camera on my windowsill or bookcase at the               
same height as the product I’m modeling. 
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5 . BASIC PHOTO EDITOR 
Give your photos a little extra lift by using a basic photo editor. To keep it simple and                  
prevent grainy or over-edited photos, stick to the basics: crop, brightness, contrast,            
and maybe saturation. Start slow, and tweak little-by-little. 
 

Behind the Scenes: I love the built-in photo editor on my iPhone for everyday              
edits, and I usually edit my Instagrams right in the app. Sometimes I use the               
Photoshop app or VSCO. 
 

 
 

What Are Your Photography Goals? 
 

PHOTOGRAPHY GOALS 
Write down 10 ways you want to improve your photography in the next few months. 
 
1 .  
 
2 . 
 
3 . 
 
4 . 
 
5 . 
 
6 . 
 
7 . 
 
8 . 
 
9 . 
 
10 . 
 
Check out  TwigBerryStudio.com for more photography tips and creative resources. 
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